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                                                           ABSTRACT   
 
The Dynamic of Local Political Conflict:  A Case Study of Institusional Relationship 
between Regent of Sampang and Vice in 2008-2013 periods   
 
A study about relation between Regent and Vice of Regent is being very important academic 
study to be done. Especially after implementation of UU 32/2004 which entrust to elect 
Regent and Vice of Regent directly, because this election Regent and Vice become a set of 
partner. This research urgent is Regent has large capacity of authority than before UU 
32/2004 created. Thus, Conflicts of interest between Regent and Vice are happened 
frequently during a period of their leadership as shown in relation between Regent of 
Sampang and Vice in 2008-2013 periods which trouble hampered toward region 
development agenda. This research used descriptive-qualitative approach in form of case 
study, which Regent of Sampang and Vice in 2008-2013 periods as unit of its analysis. The 
data collection were gathered by doing unstructured questions as primary data, then other 
data which related to the research were also gathered as secondary data. The result of the 
study is showing main current cause factor of antagonistic relation between Regent of 
Sampang and Vice, because both come from different character and tradition of leadership. 
Besides, the Regent is from Priyayi, on the other side the Vice of Regent is from Kyai.   
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                                                                 SUMMARY   
 
The Dynamic of Local Political Conflict: A Case Study of Institusional Relationship between 
Regent of Sampang and Vice in 2008-2013 periods   
 
Problem of Regent relation become new phenomena in this country after implementation of 
UU 32/2004 which regent election is not pointed anymore by the Central Government, also is 
not chosen anymore by Parliamentary through political mechanism. However, this rule is 
attended to entrust electing of set Regent who consist of Regent and Vice of Regent. The 
Regent election through a set leader gives big impact toward construction of leadership 
relation between Regent and his Vice. It causes either harmonics or antagonists atmosphere. 
Construction of reciprocal relation happens when Regent and his Vice give contribution each 
other in mission of entrust as region leaders. But, they may appear as enemy/ antagonist 
relation among the society. Antagonistic relation between Regent of Sampang and his Vice in 
2008-2013 periods is focus of the research. This period shows hostility, struggle of power, 
and underestimate between both leaders. Thus, it makes big implication toward big idea in 
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developing Sampang further, because they concentrate on their own complicated hostility 
than develop region as ordered in constitution. This research used descriptive-qualitative 
approach in form of case study, which Regent of Sampang and Vice in 2008-2013 periods as 
unit of its analysis. The data collection were gathered by doing unstructured questions as 
primary data, then other data which related to the research were also gathered as secondary 
data. Antagonistic relation between regent of Sampang and his Vice in 2008-2013 periods 
proposed since first year of their leadership at the last 2008, at the moment of East Java 
Governor election which is Regent and his Vice has different individual interpretation and 
judgment in politic supporting toward candidate of  governor. It appears new conflicts among 
their leadership period up to the present, such as; revocation of Vice by the Regent, seizure of 
influence in society also Vice of regent is not involvement in making decision of 
development in Sampang. The result of this research shows the antagonistic relation between 
Regent of Sampang and his Vice in 2008-2013 periods happened because of pragmatic 
coalition and difference style of leadership. Besides, the Regent was growth in Priyayi 
family, on the other side Vice of Regent was growth in Kyai-Pesantren family. The 
difference of character and capacity of culture are judged by the researcher as main problem 
in constructing antagonistic relation of Regent of Sampang and his Vice in 2008-2013 
periods. 
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